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Confidence deteriorates across the board
in Italy
The deterioration in confidence is affecting all sectors except
construction. Consumers are also being impacted, as a weakening
economic environment starts to raise unemployment concerns

September confidence data increasingly point to a weak economic environment in Italy, with
manufacturers, service providers and retailers turning gloomier and builders just about holding up.

Manufacturers report order book issues
Manufacturing confidence posted the sixth consecutive monthly decline, reaching 96.4 in
September, the lowest level since November 2020.

Here, the decline in the order component comes alongside an increase in inventories, leading to a
decline in the production expectation component. Worryingly, the decline is particularly relevant
for both consumer goods and investment goods producers. This suggests that softer demand in
key export destination countries such as Germany is taking its toll, but also that domestic
consumption is increasingly under pressure.

The deterioration in the investment goods component might mean that the negative impact of
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higher interest rates on investment goods demand is currently prevailing over the positive impact
of investment flows activated by incoming recovery and resilience funds from the EU.

Service providers also gloomier
Confidence in the services sector is also down, falling two full points in September to 103.6,
overriding any improvement made in August.

There are no bright spots here, with tourism, information services and transport and storage all
posting losses. The fall in the transport and storage component might reflect the weakening
consumption backdrop, which seems to be confirmed by softer retail sales.

Construction confidence holds
The only business sector posting a monthly gain is construction. At 160.9, the index remains close
to historic highs. The reduction of generous tax incentives for energy-efficient renovations is being
temporarily compensated by a big backlog of orders, which is supporting confidence.

Consumers also gloomier, as unemployment concerns rise
Consumer confidence fell to 105.4 in September, the fourth consecutive monthly contraction.
Consumers are increasingly concerned by current economic conditions and this translates into
increasing concerns about future unemployment.

On the back of a slowly improving inflation backdrop, we believe the reason for the fall in
consumer sentiment is due to signs of deterioration coming from the labour market. When
matching this with the increase in the current opportunity to save sub-index, we have evidence of
a possible ongoing increase in the Italian saving ratio with a negative bearing on private
consumption.

Why our 1% GDP growth target for 2023 looks overly
optimistic
Today’s confidence release wraps up data for the third quarter, which combines
manufacturing softness with increasing concerns in services and among consumers. A small
GDP gain is still possible for the quarter thanks to tourism, but our current base case
forecast of 1% average growth for 2023 will likely undergo a downward revision.  
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Disclaimer

This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of ING Bank N.V. (“ING”) solely for information
purposes without regard to any particular user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING Group
(being for this purpose ING Group N.V. and its subsidiary and affiliated companies). The information in the publication is not an
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arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated, any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s),
as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.

Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person
for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central
Bank and supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no. 33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom
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the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority. ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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